
Event Name Description Choices Effect

The Voices In The Brush
villager hears some strange 
noises barely audible above the 
sound of the surf. Investigate the voices

(1) +700 food (2) Villager is 
kidnapped and never seen 
again (AMBER Alert!!!)

head back to village no effect

The Cursed Idol

While poking around some think 
vines, villager sees what she 
thinks is a strange looking 
gnarled branch. A closer look 
reveals that its actually a small 
black wooden statuette. 
[Villager] believes it was 
produced by the angry spirit of 
the plant itself, and is sure she 
is cursed by the carved idol. Destroy the idol

 Villager hates crowds and 
work

Make an offering of food minus 250 food

The Strange Request
Biggles wants to be left alone at 
the research table, but doesn’t 
say why… Allow the request minus 3000 tech points

refuse request no effect

The Silver Mirror

[Villager] found a perfectly 
preserved silver mirror, carefully 
wrapped in oiled parchement. 
The parchement has 2 words 
written on it: Geminus and 
Sunimeg Speak Geminus

An old man with long white 
hair shows up on the mirror 
then vanishes

Speak Sunimeg Mirror shatters…. No effect?

The Prettiest Tribe Girl
Villager wants recognition that 
she is the prettiest villager All agree that she is

villager Dislikes work and 
learning

Looks aren't everything  Parenting Skills increase

The Swarm of Dragonflies
Swarm of dragonflies are 
congregating around the pond Chase them away

Villagers get sick because of 
mosquito bites

ignore them
Malaria/Dengue epidemic 
avoided

The Love Note
Villager finds a love note with a 
poem Write your own poem

Villager gains parenting 
skills

Hide to catch the poet
A female villager becomes 
pregnant 
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The Child Prodigy

A child loves to play with blocks 
and makes amazing models of 
templs and houses. The adults 
think she should apprentice at 
the reseach table at this early 
age Let her play

Building skills improve by 
50% of the bar

Let her apprentice

Child gains a very small 
improvement in research 
skills

The Spyglass
Villager finds a long golden tube 
with a hard see through material 
capping its ends Keep it

Tribe gains a level in 
exploration

Give it to scientist + 3000 tech points

The Fastest Runner
Villager wants to prove that he is 
the fastest runner and organizes 
a race Let him race everyone

Villager slips and no longer 
likes running

Agree he is the fastest

Villager likes running more 
(runs faster?) "Likes: 
running, running"

The Falling Star Villager sees a falling star Make a wish for self
Villager gains skill (approx. 
20% of bar)

Make a wish for village
 Plus 1000+ Food/Tech 
points (random?)

The Crystal Ball

Villager finds a shiny, opaque 
ball that seems relatively benign 
upon 1st glance. Children wants 
to play with it Keep it

Villager is body swapped 
with another villager

Give it to children Ball is lost (no effect)

The Ancient Gold Coin
Villager finds a gold coin along 
the beach Use it to adorn clothing Gain 1 level of culture

Give it to scientists Gain 2000 tech points

For the Birds
Villager notices sea birds laying 
fish onto the salty rocks along 
the shore then leaving them Taste the fish

Gain 300 food (amount of 
food varies)

Leave the fish alone Gain 25% farming skill

The Hole in the Sand
Villager finds a hole on the 
ground

Investigate the hole

(1) Villagers gets sick (2) or 
Plus 1000 tech pts (3) Lose 
150 food (4) Plus 300 food 
(5) Unleash snakes and 
some villagers get sick

Fill in the hole Nothing

The Huge Coconut
Villager finds a HUGE coconut 
but cant seem to open it Soften it in pond

Coconut sinks to the bottom 
(no effect)

Hurl it from the diving rock Gain 250 food



The Savage Child

Villager finds a wild savage boy  
scratching his back with an 
important piece of lab 
instrument Lure him away with food Minus 500 food

Chase him away Minus 1000 tech points

The White Pearl Villager finds a huge white pearl Keep it for herself Villager gains exp in all skills

Show it to the tribe
Village fights over the pearl 
and lose ### tech points

A Bump on the Head
Villager gets bump on the head 
from a falling coconut

Bonk her again on the head

(1) Villager name is 
changed to "?" and loses all 
skill exp as well (2) Name 
changed to "?" and She 
gained remarkable clarity 
and gained exp (25%) on all 
skills

Let her rest
Villager name is changed to 
"?"

The Nightmare Villages is having a nightmare Wake her up No effect

Let her sleep

Villager wakes up and 
shouts "They're looking for 
the other tribe!" then knocks 
herself out (minus health)

The Black Seeds
Villager finds a black seed 
surrounded by dead plants

Eat them

Villager goes to a trance 
and mumbles something 
about the gong being 
dismantled

Plant them
All plants surrounding the 
seed dies [loose crops?]

[small/large] thick canvas sack
small carefully sealed sack

a [large] somewhat compromised sack

(1) Fire ants bite her - weakened state (2) Plus 
Fire ants KILL the villager

Gain 1500 food
Gain 500 food

Mice pour out causing sickness and disease
Gain 1000-3000 tech points (villager gets sick)
Gain 1000 tech points but some villagers get ill

Mysterious Sack Events

Effects when openedSack Description
Villager finds a stained, heavy burlap sack

large stained heavy burlap sack
large thick plastic sack
small thick plasticsack



Event Name Description
The Dense Fog A dense fog covers the village

Blessings Day Celebration Villagers celebrate and FEAST
The Heat Wave El nino effect LOL
The Spring Allergies

Old Friends

A couple from the southern part 
of Isola explores the caves and 
falls through the waterfalls

The Barrel O' Babies
Villagers find a barrel bobbing in 
the surf

Day of Elders Villagers celebrate elders
The West Wind West wind blows
The East Wind Productivity slows

The Obnoxious Parrot
A parrot likes to surprise the 
scientists

A Friendly Parrot
Parrot started dropping nuts in 
food bin

The Mother Parrot
The kids watch a mother parrot 
take care of her young

The Flash Flood
Sudden surge of water from the 
pond floods the village

Children gain parenting (did not see improvements 
though)

Lose half or ### of food

Vial Contents
thin green liquid
thin orange liquid

fragrant liquid

Lose/Gain farming skill points
A random skill improved

Loses some skill points (affects all skills)

Effects when drank

Rejuvinates the coconuts (+200 coconuts?)
Productivity Slows

Lose X number of tech points

Gain x number of food

Everyone is sneezing

Plus 2 adults (male and female)

Plus x number of kids
???

Effect
Gain/Lose x number of food/tech points

Lose x number of food
Lose productivity

A Mysterious Vial Events

General Island Events


